Physical potential
• Spring produces restoring force proportional to displacement from its equilibrium position F = -k x • Potential is integral of force ► it is often more useful to think about a physical problem in terms of potentials instead of forces
• Derivative of potential is force Gaussian approximation
• Posterior distribution is very often well approximated by a Gaussian in the parameters • Then, φ is quadratic in perturbations in the model parameters from the minimum in φ at â:
where K is the φ curvature matrix (aka Hessian); • Uncertainties in the estimated parameters are summarized by the covariance matrix:
• Inference process becomes one of finding â and
Effect of external force
• Consider applying an constant external force to the parameters • Effect is to add a linearly increasing term to potential
• Gradient of perturbed potential is
• At the new minimum, gradient is zero, so
• Displacement of minimum in parameters, δa min , is proportional to covariance matrix times the force • With external force, one may "probe" the covariance ► each applied force probes one column (or average of several)
Effect of external force Simulated data for straight line External force for derived quantities
• Consider a scalar quantity z, which is a function of parameters a
• The small perturbation δa results in a perturbation in z ► where s z is the sensitivity vector for z (derivative of z wrt a)
• The variance in z is
• standard result for propagating covariance
• The force on parameters a needed to probe z is resulting in which is the same relation as for δa Simple spectrum -apply force to peak area • Determine boundary that maximizes posterior probability • Reconstruction not perfect, but very good for only two projections • Question is:
How do we quantify uncertainty in reconstruction?
Reconstructed boundary (gray-scale) compared with original object (red line)
Tomographic reconstruction from two views • Technique may also be useful for exploring and quantifying ► non-Gaussian posterior pdfs, including situations with inequality constraints, e.g., non-negativity ► general pdfs; in contexts other than probabilistic inference ► pdfs of self-optimizing natural systems (populations, bacteria, traffic) Research topics
• Need to explore behavior of probing technique for ► non-Gaussian posterior pdfs ► inequality constraints, e.g., non-negativity ► derived quantities with nonlinear dependence on parameters
